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LITTLEWOOD-PALEY OPERATORS ON BMO

DOUGLAS S. KURTZ

ABSTRACT. Two Littlewood-Paley operators, the area integral and the func-

tion g^, are considered as operators on functions of bounded mean oscillation.

It is proved that the image of a BMO function under one of these operators is

either equal to infinity almost everywhere or is in BMO.

Introduction. In [2], John and Nirenberg introduced the space BMO of func-

tions of bounded mean oscillation. We say a locally integrable function / is in

BMO(Rn) if there is a constant C so that for all cubes Q C R" there is a constant

cq depending only on Q so that

¿[¿l/(i)-«9l*sa

It is well known that cq can always be chosen to be the average of / over Q,

(1/IQI) Jq f(t)dt. The smallest C that satisfies the definition is called the BMO

norm of / and is denoted ||/||*. Identifying functions which differ by an additive

constant makes BMO a Banach space. One interest in BMO is that many operators

which are bounded on Lp, 1 < p < oo, but not on L°°, are bounded when considered

as operators on BMO.

Wang [7] considered the g-function defined on BMO functions. Using a very

simple proof, he proved

THEOREM. Let f G BMO(R"). Either g(f)(x) = oo almost everywhere or

g(f)(x) < °° almost everywhere and there is a constant C depending only on n

such that \\g(f)\U <C||/||..

Thus, the g-function is not a bounded operator on all of BMO, but is bounded

on the subset of functions whose g-function is finite almost everywhere. This leads

one to consider whether the other Littlewood-Paley operators, the area integral

S(f) and the g^ function, satisfy similar results.

In [3], we prove estimates on the nonincreasing rearrangements of the three

Littlewood-Paley operators. The techniques for all three are similar and the results

yield information about the operators on spaces near L°°. Thus, it is not surprising

that those techniques can be used to prove analogs of Wang's theorem. The main

results of this paper are the following theorems.

THEOREM 1. Let f G BMO(R"). Either S(f)(x) = oo almost everywhere or

S(f)(x) < oo almost everywhere and there is a constant C depending only on n

such that \\S(f)\U <C||/||..
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THEOREM 2. Let f G BMO(R") and 1 < A. Either g*x(f)(x) = oo almost
everywhere or <?A(/)(x) < oo almost everywhere and there is a constant C depending

on n and X such that ||<7A(/)||* < C||/||».

The proofs of these theorems use a single crude estimate on the gradient of

the Poisson integral and an improvement of a result of Fefferman and Stein [1]

concerning the integrability of BMO functions. Related results have been obtained

recently by Rubio de Francia, Ruiz, and Torrea [4] and Shi and Torchinsky [5].

We note that Wang actually proved much more. There is a function / G L°° so

that g(f) = oo and an h G L°° n L2 so that g(h) < oo almost everywhere while

g(h) £ L°?. The pointwise relationships between these operators show his examples

apply to the operators considered here. Further, there is an / G BMO n L2 (so

ö(/)i S(f), g*x(f) are finite almost everywhere) but / g" L°°.

We assume all sets and functions are measurable. We use xe for the character-

istic function of the measurable set E. If Q is a cube in R™, dQ stands for the

cube concentric with Q and having edge length d times as long. We use C to de-

note constants which may change from line to line. They depend on the indicated

subscripts and never depend on / or i.

I wish to thank Richard J. Bagby and Richard L. Wheeden for their helpful

suggestions.

1. This section contains estimates of integrals of BMO functions and an outline

of the proof of the main theorems. We begin by defining the Littlewood-Paley

operators.

For x G Rn and y > 0, the Poisson kernel for the upper half-plane, R"+1, is

P(x,y) = cny(y2 + |x|2)~(n+1)/2. The Poisson integral of / is

f(x, y) = [f* P(-, y)](x) = [   f(z)P(x - z, y) dz.

Since P is harmonic on R"+ , f(x,y) is harmonic. From the inequality

\VP(x,y)\ < Cny~1P(x,y) < Cn(y+\x\)^n+^

we obtain

(1.1) \Vf(x,y)\<Cnf    \f(z)\(y + \x-z\r^+1Uz,

where

V/(x,,)=(^(,,,),...,g-(x,y),|(x,,))

is the full gradient of f(x,y). It is surprising that this is the only estimate we use

to handle the area integral and the Littlewood-Paley function. We need a better

estimate for the g-function (see the end of §2).

Given a point x G Rn, define the right circular cone at x by Y(x) = {(z,y) G

R™+1 : |^—cc| < y}. The ^-function g(f), the area integral S(f), and the Littlewood-

Paley function <7A(/) are defined by

/   /-oo \ 1/2

g{f){x)=Uo    2/|V/(x'î/)|2dV

S(f)(x)= Uj^ y1-n\Vf(z,y)\2dzdy

V*
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and

Let Q be a cube centered at x and having edge length r. In [1], Fefferman and

Stein observe that an inequality of John and Nirenberg [2] implies

i/p

Gèi/ lf{t)-fQÏPdt) P -CM*
IQ

for / G BMO(Rn). Further, they prove that for all / G BMO(Rn),

L \m-h\   it<c
|r-x|n+1 +rn+1

This inequality implies the Poisson integral of / and its gradient are well defined.

An examination of their proof yields

LEMMA 1.1. Let f G BMO(R"), a > 0, and p > 1. Let Q be a cube centered
at x and having edge length r. There is a constant C depending on n, a, and p so

that for y > 0,

(L\t-^!^°*T - cy-a/p(i+wv/r]\)w\..

PROOF. Let Q(k) be the cube concentric with Q and having edge length 2kr.

Using the observation above about Lp averages of BMO functions and arguing by

induction, one proves for fc > 1 that

(1.2) ( /      \f(t) - fQ\pdt)        < Cp(l + fc)(l + 2"/*)(2fcr)n/*||/||.

= Cn,p(l + k)(2kr)n/p\\f\U.

Arguing as in [1], (1.2) implies

(13) (f l/(¿)-^|P      dt)1/P
\7r" \t - x\n+a + rn+a    J

/co \ Vp

< Cn>pr-Q/"||/||. Í 1 + £(1 + k)"2~ka j

= Cn,a,Pr-a/p\\f\U.

To complete the proof, let R be the cube concentric with Q and having edge

length y. Then

(7      l/W-fel'    *)"<([      I/W-/.I'    „,)'"
\JRn\t-x\n+a + yn+a    J       - \JRn \t - x\n+a + yn+a    J

+ |/fi - ÎQ I (JRn  |f _ x\n+a + yn+a J ■
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By (1.3), the first term is bounded by C„iQiPt/  a^p||/||»- The integral in the second

term equals Cn,aiPy~a/p, so we need to prove that

(1.4) l/fi-/Ql<Cn(l + |log2[y/r]|)||/|U.

Let y > r.   Choose fc such that 2kr < y < 2k+1r.   Then 2k+1r/y < 2 and

fc < \og2(y/r). By (1.2), with p = 1 and C = C„,i,

\fn - fQ\ < y~n [ \f(t) - fQ\ dt < y~n f \f(t) - fQ\ dt
Jr JQ(k+l)

< C(2 + k)(2k+1r)ny-n\\f\U < C2n(2 + \og2[y/r

If y < r, we reverse the roles of y and r to get the estimate above with log2[r/y] =

| log2[î//r]|. Since 1 + | ln[j//r]| is equivalent to 2 + | log2[y/r]|, (1.4) is proved which

completes the proof of the lemma.    D

Let Tf be one of the Littlewood-Paley operators. The main idea of the proof of

Theorems 1 and 2 is to reduce the study of Tf to that of T([f — /q]xcq)> where

CQ is the complement of Q. This is the proof Wang uses in [7]. For the sake of

completeness, we sketch the proof.

Suppose Tf ^ oo almost everywhere. Then E = {x: Tf(x) < oo} has positive

measure. Let x be a point of density of E. Let Q be any cube centered at x and

set fQ = (1/IQI) ¡Q f(t) dt. Write / as

fix) = fQ + [/(x) - fQ]xQ(x) + [f{x) - Îq\xcq(x) =fQ + gQ(x) + hQ(x).

Since /q is a constant, Tfç is identically 0. Thus, Tfç is in BMO with BMO norm

equal to 0. Therefore, Tf < TgQ + ThQ and ThQ < TgQ + Tf.

Since / G BMO(Rn),

(1-5) ||9q||2= (/ \f(t)~fQ\2d?j      ^ClQl^WflU

and gç G L2. Thus, TgQ is finite almost everywhere (see [6, pp. 89-91]). Therefore,

Tf(x) < oo at almost every point such that Thç(x) < oo.

Let d = dn < 1. Since x is a point of density of E and Tgç is finite almost

everywhere, there is a point x' in dQ (possibly x) so that Tf(x'), Tgç(x'), and

(therefore) Thç(x') are finite. Assume we have proved for sufficiently small d,

depending only on n, that there is a constant C depending only on n (and A) so

that for all x G dQ:

(i) ThQ(x') < oo => ThQ(x) < oo,

(iï)\ThQ(x)-ThQ(x')[<C\\f\U.
Fix a cube Q centered at x. As above, there is an x' G dQ so that Thç(x') < oo.

By (i), Thç(x) and, thus, Tf(x) is finite almost everywhere in dQ. Considering

only cubes centered at x with edge length equal to a positive integer shows Tf is

finite almost everywhere.

We have left to prove that ||T/||, < C||/||«. Let Q' c Rn be any cube and set

Q = (l/d)Q' (so that Q' = dQ). Choose a point x' G dQ so that Thç(x') is finite.
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Then, by (1.5) and (ii),

¿r/   \Tf(x)-ThQ(x')\dx
\Q I Jq'

= w\S ■|r(9Q+/iq)(x) ~ THq{-x)+ThQ^ ~ ThQ^dx

~w\L {T9q{x)1 dx+w\LlThQ{x) ~ ThQ{x')i dx -c||/|1*-

Since any constant cq* which depends only on the cube can be used in the definition

of BMO and Q' is arbitrary, the proof is complete.    D

Theorems 1 and 2 are proved modulo the results of the next section.

2. We now prove the lemmas needed to justify (i) and (ii). Recall from the

previous section that given a function / and a cube Q, we define

hQÍx) = [fix) - /q]xcq(x).

LEMMA 2.1. Suppose f G BMO(R"). Let Q be a cube with center x and edge

length r. Set d = l/(8^/ñ). Suppose there is an x' G dQ so that 5(/iq)(x') <

oo. There is a constant C, depending only on n, such that S(hç)(x) < oo and

\S(hQ)(x) - S(hQ)(x')\ < CU/11, for all xGdQ.

PROOF. Fix x G dQ. Set Y~(x) = {(z,y) G Y(x): y < dr} and Y+(x) =
{(z,y) G Y(x): y > dr}. Then, S(hç)(x) is bounded by the sum of

1/2

S=\IL   yl~n\VhQiz^\2dzdy)

S+=(flr+     y1'n\^hQ(z,y)\2dzdyj

and
1/2

By (1.1),

Since (z,y) G Y~(x), x G dQ, and t^Q,

|x-i|>r/2,     |x-x|<r/8,    and    |x - z\ < y < r/8.

Thus, \t — z\ > |x — 11 — |i — x\ — [x — z[ > |x — i| — r/4 > |x — i|/2. Applying Lemma

<Cn([dr[ y'-nr-2\\f\\ldzdy

\J0      J{\z-x\<y} j

<Cn\\f\\J£yr-2dy)      =Cn\\f\\,.

1/2
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For S+ we have

S+=(ff       y1-n\^hQ(z,y)\2dzdy
\JJr+(x)

1/2

1/2

-(x)nr(i')
y^lVhçl'dzdy

%

1/2

// Vl-n\VhQ\2dzdy
/r+(x)\r(x') j

The first term is bounded by S(ho)(x').   Suppose (z,y) G Y+(x) and t £ Q.   If

|i — x| < 2Q^/ny, then

\z - t\ < \z - x\ + \x - x\ + \x - t\ < y + r + 20y/ny < SOy/ny.

If |i - x| > 20^y, we have

|f - x|/2 <\t-x\-\z-x\<\z-t\<\t-x\ + \z-x\< 2\t - x\.

Therefore, we always have that \x — t\ + y is equivalent to \z — t\ + y. Using (1.1)

and Lemma 1.1, the second term is bounded by

Cnííí y^(f   ,   ^j:^+ldt)\äy)

1/2

1/2

<cnífí     vi-n(í , '^r*' «V**l
-       l//r+(x)\r(x<) KJcQlt-x^ + y^    J yJ

( \ 1/2

<C»[[ V1-ny-2(l+ In [J]I)   mldzdy)      .
\JJr+(x)\r(x') v lri]J J

For fixed yo, we have that

{r+(x)\r(x')> n {y = yo} = {*: \z - x| < yo, \z - x'\ > y0}

C {z: yo - [x - x'\ < \z - x\ < yQ}.

Simple estimates show that the measure of this last set is bounded by Cnyo~l\x—x'[.

Since |x — x'| < r, performing the z integration yields

S+ < S(hQ)(x') + Cn QH \x - x'ly""1^1-" (l 4- |ln g] |)' ||/||2 dy)

< s(hQ)(x') + cn\\f\u (/^V2 (i + |ln[f]|)2 dy)

/   roo \  1/2

<S(hQ)(x')+Cn\\f\\Jj     í-2(l + |ln[r]|)2díj      = ShQ(x') + C„||/||..

Combining these estimates shows that

S(hQ)(x)<S(hQ)(x') + Cn\\f\U.
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Thus, S(hç)(x) is finite. Reversing the roles of x and x' we get

\S(hQ)(x)-S(hQ)(x')\<Cn\\f\U.

This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1.    D

The following result is the analog of Lemma 2.1 for the <?A function.

LEMMA 2.2. Suppose f G BMO(R") and 1 < A. Let Q be a cube with cen-
ter x and edge length r. Set d — l/(8y/n). Suppose there is an x' G dQ so

that g\(hQ)(x') < oo. There is a constant C, depending on n and X, such that

?l(M(i) < oo and \gx(hQ)(x) - g*x(hQ)(x)\ < C||/||. for all x G dQ.

PROOF. Let J(k) = {(z,y) G R"+1 : \z - x\ < 2k~2r and 0 < y < 2k-2r} for

fc > 0. Fix x G dQ. Bound g\(hç)(x) by the sum of

G~=( ff      (-ZT-i)Xny1-n\^hQ(z,y)\2dzdy]
\JJj(o)\y + \x-z\J )

and

G+(ff (—-*-Xnyl-n\VhQ(z,y)\2dzdy]      .

As before, if (z,y) G J(0) and t g" Q, then \z-t\> \x- t\/2 > r/4 > y. By (1.1)
and Lemma 1.1,

An /   , ,./jàv        ,   , x2 \!/2

G-<Cn Iff      (        y       ,)     y^(f     ,     ̂ \-^+ldt)   dzdy
~     \JJj(o)\y+\x-z\J \JcQ\t-z\n+1+yn+l   )

<C»(ff      (        ,'       Xnyl~n(i    V^T^-idt)2 dzdy
-       \JJj(0)\y+\x-z\J KJcQlt-xl^+r^    )

<Cn(r f (—*-X"y^r-nnUzdv)      ■
\J0   J{\z-x\<r]  \y+\x-z\J J

The change of variables t = (x — z)/y and the fact that Xn > n imply

1 l'y

G-<Cn\\f\\Afr f (-¡-\nyr-*dtdy)      =Cn\\f\U.
\J0   J{\t\<r/y}  V1 + 1*1/ J

To estimate G+, observe that

G+=( ff (—r-r)Xny1'n\VhQ(z,y)\2dzdy]

ï 1 ÍÍ i-rn—Xny1-n\^hQ(z,y)\2dzdy]
\JjRl+^jio) \y + \x'-z\J j

W/r"+1t++ V(°)

j \ An / i \ An

y +\x — z\) \y + \xf — z\

xyXn+1-n\VhQ(z,y)\2dzdy

1/2

The first term is bounded by 3a(/iq)(x')-
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Call the second term T. If (z, y) £ Jo, \z — x\+y is equivalent to both \z-x'\+y

and \z — x\ + y. By the Mean Value Theorem,

1
An

i

y+|x-.z|/ \y +

\x - x'
<C„ Cn,\r

'(y+\x- z|)An+1 - (y + \x- z\)*n+l '

If (z,y) G J(k)\J(k — 1), then [z - x\ + y is equivalent to 2fcr. Therefore,

T<CnAfl r(y +\x- z\)-Xn-1yXn+1-n\VhQ(z,y)\2 dzdy)
\JJRI+1\J(0) )

<Cn,x ¡Y ÍÍ r(y + \x- z[)-Xn-1yXn+1-n\VhQ(z,y)\2 dzdy
\£?[JJj(.k)\j{k-i) ,

<Cn,x(Y2~k(2kr)-Xn ff yXn+1-n\VhQ(z,y)\2dzdy)      .
Vfc^i jjj(k)\j(k-i) j

1/2

Without loss of generality, we may assume that 1 < A < A < 2, since y < 2kr and

A > A imply that (y/2kr)Xn < (y/2kr)An. It remains to prove that for 1 < A <

A<2,

(2.1) ff     yXn+1-n\VhQ(z,y)\2dzdy<Cn,x(l + k)2(2kr)Xn\\f\\l
J Jj(k)

Define Q(k) as in the proof of Lemma 1.1. By (1.1), we have

ff      yXn+1-n\VhQ(z,y)\2dzdy
J Jj(k)J{k)

< c"IIwM-"(L>-'^^ d!iv

<Cnff     yXn+1-n(f -JM-lM—dt)    dzdy
-   JJj(k)y       V/cQ(fc+i)|i-*l"+1 + r+1  j

+ Cnff     yXn+1~n(f
JJj(k) \JQ{k+l

!/(*)- îq\
[t- z\n+1 +yn

t dt \    dz dy

Afc + ßfc.

Since (z, y) G J(k), if t £ Q(k + 1) then \z — t\ + y is equivalent to |x - i| + y, and

so it is equivalent to |x — t\ + 2kr. Thus,

Afc < Cn ff      /"+1"" ( f-'/ff'foj,  vi dt |    dzdy.
JJj(k) \JcQ(k+i)\t-x\n+i + (2kr)^     J
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By Lemma 1.1 and a change of variables,

Ak<Cnf      f yXn+1-n(2krr2(l + k)2\[f\\Uzdy
JO        J{\z\<2kr}

< Cri,A(2fcr)A"+2-"+"-2(l + fc)2||/|]2 = C„,A(2fcr)A"(l + fc)2||/||2.

Arguing as in the proof of inequality (3.4) of [3], to estimate Bk change the order

of integration, apply Minkowski's integral inequality to the inner two integrals, and

expand the domains of integration to get

2

**<<?«/ i*yXn+1~n {Í       i, mlAQl+1 A dy
/{¡*-xl<2*r}   Jo \JQ(k+i)\Q\t-z\n+1+yn+1    J

<Cnf f 1/(0 -/«I
JR"  \_JQ(k+l)\Q

.An+l-n \ V2

dz

fJo |f - z|2(n+l) +y2(n+l)nTi)dy)y dt dz.

Integrating first between 0 and \t — z\, then between \t — z\ and co, the inner-

most integral is bounded by a constant times \t — z\~3n+Xn. Write -3n + Xn —

—2n + (A — l)n. Inserting this estimate and using the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev

theorem for fractional integration [6, p. 119] with 7 = [(A — l)/2]n, q = 2, and

1/p = I + (A - l)/2 = A/2, we obtain

Bk<Cn,xf    (f |/(£)_/Q||z_r|-«+«(A-i)/2di)   dz
JR"  \JQ(k+l)\Q j

<Cn,x[f \f(t)-fQ\2/Xdt)     .
\./Q(fc+l)\Q J

Applying (1.2) with p = 2/A,

ßfc<C„,A(2 + fc)2(2fc+1r)An||/H2.

Combining the estimates for Ak and Bk completes the proof of (2.1). This

implies

/ 00 \ Vi

T<C„,A||/||J^(l + fc)22-fcj      =C„,A||/||„

so that G+ < g\(hQ)(x') + Cn!A||/||». As in the previous proof, it now follows that

gl(hQ)(x) < 00 and \g*x(hQ)(x) - gx(hQ)(x')\ < Cn,x\\f\\*.    D
We note that estimates similar to those of [3] can be used to prove Wang's g-

function result. In [7], the crux of the proof is to estimate | V/iq(x, y) — Vhç(x, y)\2

(our notation). This is similar to the expression in the conclusion of Proposition 1.2

of [3], which is not a sufficiently sharp result. However, the proof of the proposition

actually yields the stronger result:

Suppose |x — x\ < y. There is a constant Cn so that

||V/(x,y)|2 - |V/(x,t/)|2| < aix-xJj/^supl/^T/)!2,
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the sup is taken over all (£, r]) with |£ — x| < 6y and y/2 < r\ < 2y.

This estimate, the definition of the Poisson integral of /, and Lemma 1.1 show

that for y > r > \x — x[

\\VhQ(x,y)\2-\VhQ(x,y)\2\<Cn\x-x\y-3(l + log[y/r])2\\f\\l

Using the proof of the preceding lemmas, this is enough to prove (i) and (ii) for the

g-function and, hence, the BMO result.
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